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Abstract: Falling snow is a key component of the Earth’s water cycle, and space-based observations
provide the best current capability to evaluate it globally. The Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) on
board CloudSat is sensitive to snowfall, and other satellite missions and climatological models
have used snowfall properties measured by it for evaluating and comparing against their snowfall
products. Since a battery anomaly in 2011, the CPR has operated in a Daylight-Only Operations
(DO-Op) mode, in which it makes measurements primarily during only the daylit portion of its
orbit. This work provides estimates of biases inherent in global snowfall amounts derived from
CPR measurements due to this shift to DO-Op mode. We use CloudSat’s snowfall measurements
during its Full Operations (Full-Op) period prior to the battery anomaly to evaluate the impact of the
DO-Op mode sampling. For multi-year global mean values, the snowfall fraction during DO-Op
changes by −10.16% and the mean snowfall rate changes by −8.21% compared with Full-Op. These
changes are driven by the changes in sampling in DO-Op and are very little influenced by changes
in meteorology between the Full-Op and DO-Op periods. The results highlight the need to sample
consistently with the CloudSat observations or to adjust snowfall estimates derived from CloudSat
when using DO-Op data to evaluate other precipitation products.

Keywords: CloudSat; snowfall; precipitation bias; 2C-SNOW-PROFILE

1. Introduction

Facing a warming climate, increasingly detailed and complete information is necessary
to understand changes in the water and energy budgets and reduce uncertainties in
predictions of future climate. Observations are a crucial adjunct to numerical models
to better constrain model parameters and validate simulations. Moreover, observations,
especially remote sensing ones at a near global scale, are an important monitoring tool
for trend and change analyses. CloudSat, a NASA research satellite launched in 2006 and
designed specifically to provide observations of clouds, has produced an observational
record likely approaching a duration sufficient for such analyses (e.g., [1]).

The Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) onboard CloudSat is a 94 GHz nadir pointing radar
with an oversampled 240 m vertical resolution and a 1.4 × 1.7 km2 footprint. Its −27 dBZ
sensitivity makes it one of the most valuable satellite sensors for cloud observations, but
it has also been widely used for light rain and snowfall detection and quantification [2].
CloudSat has helped scientists understand the vertical profiles of clouds and precipita-
tion [3], improve precipitation estimates [4–8] as well as provide fundamental insights on
cloud microphysics for cloud models [9,10] and radiation fluxes [11,12].

For five years after launch, CloudSat flew continuously within the Afternoon-Train,
or A-Train, a constellation of six Earth-observing satellites orbiting in a sun-synchronous
polar orbit, crossing the equator within a few minutes of each other, around 0130AM/PM
local time [13]. In April 2011 a battery anomaly forced CloudSat to exit the constellation
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temporarily and modify its operating parameters. This event signaled the start of a
second major era for CloudSat, the switch to so called Daylight-Only Operations (DO-
Op). Since the beginning of DO-Op, the CPR has collected data primarily during only
the sunlit portion of the orbit. While many studies have so far used data from the Full
Operations (Full-Op) period prior to the battery anomaly [4,7,14,15], the need for more
recent CloudSat observations for comparison against new sensors such as the Global
Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Core Observatory [16,17] or for the recent validation
and optimization of models in a changing climate have increasingly required the use
of the DO-Op observations as well [5,9,18,19]. This study compares CloudSat snowfall
measurements taken during the Full-Op period against those taken during the DO-Op
period to assess the impact of this change in sampling on snowfall properties estimated
from the CloudSat snowfall product. These impacts have the potential to influence the
interpretation of comparisons against model simulations and other snowfall products
and so need to be quantified. After a data and methods section (Section 2), this study
describes the spatial and temporal sampling biases common to all CloudSat products due
to the transition from Full-Op to DO-Op (Section 3) and then focuses on the impact of the
transition on estimates of longer-term variations in snowfall detection and quantification
(Section 4). Conclusions and remarks are provided in Section 5.

2. Data and Methods

The analyses focus on the 2C-SNOW-PROFILE (2CSP) version R05 CloudSat prod-
uct [20]. The data are separated into two approximately equal-length time periods taken
from the Full-Op period (September 2006 to August 2010) and from the DO-Op period
(September 2012 to August 2016). We refer to the two datasets as simply the Full-Op
data and the DO-Op data. The operational changes under DO-Op causes a substantial
reduction in the number of vertical reflectivity profiles observed and a bias in sampling
that favors day-time rather than night-time observations. Here and through the remainder
of this paper, “profile” indicates a single atmospheric column as observed by the CPR.
Owing to slight delays inherent in each transition between daylight and dark operation,
DO-Op mode samples some Arctic night profiles, essentially no Antarctic night profiles,
and further omits some Antarctic day profiles. The DO-Op period incurred 35 days with
missing data, while the Full-Op period incurred 64 days with missing data, causing the
Full-Op data to represent 29 fewer days than do the DO-Op data.

The Full-Op and DO-Op data are gridded onto a 1◦ × 1◦ latitude-longitude grid.
The choice of grid dimensions reflects this work’s focus on snowfall, and thus, on mostly
middle and high latitudes where CloudSat observations are spatially denser than at low
latitudes. At low latitudes, 1◦ × 1◦ sampling of CloudSat observations leads to patchy
sampling, with small or zero sample counts in some grid boxes and large sample counts in
others. In this work, the spatially gridded data are used primarily for diagnosing spatial
patterns, while quantitative results are produced using zonal, hemispheric, or global data.
As a result, the quantitative results are not impacted by patchy sampling that occurs in the
gridded data.

We examine the number of profiles (normalized to remove biases due to missing
data), the snowfall fraction (SF), and the mean snowfall rate (MSR) within each grid box.
Following the methodology in [7], the SF is defined as the ratio of snowing profiles (2CSP
surface snowfall rate > 0 mm y−1) to the total number of profiles within each grid box.
Similarly, MSR is calculated as the mean of the snowfall rates for all profiles (snowing
and non-snowing) observed within a grid box. The number of profiles for ascending
(northward, sunlit portion of the orbit) and descending (southward, dark portion) orbits of
Full-Op and DO-Op are separated to better highlight the sampling differences between the
two periods. For SF and MSR calculations, ground clutter corrections have been applied
following the method described in [4] and formerly suggested by the developers [20].
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Since the long-term (i.e., annual- to decadal-scale) variability of precipitation could
play a substantial role in the comparisons between the two periods, a third dataset is
introduced in which the Full-Op data are sampled to mimic the sampling of the DO-Op
data. To obtain the Full-Op resampled (Full-Op-R) dataset, a latitudinal mask has been
created based on daily DO-Op observations and then applied to the Full-Op to reproduce
the same sampling as DO-Op. The mask was produced by evaluating the range of latitudes
over which valid CPR profiles were observed for each day in the DO-Op period. These
data were composited to determine the range of latitudes to exclude as a function of day
of year. This way, a comparison between the Full-Op and the resampled Full-Op-R is
obtained which excludes the effects of long-term temporal variability of precipitation,
leaving only the day–night sampling differences to play a role in the results. The DO-Op
mask is provided as Supplementary Materials [21].

Multi-year global mean accumulations of snowfall are a useful basis for comparing
the behavior of global models against the CloudSat observations. We use the ECMWF
ERA5 reanalysis [22] snowfall accumulation product to examine changes in global mean
accumulation between the Full-Op and DO-Op periods and compare these changes against
those in the CloudSat Full-Op and DO-Op data. For these comparisons, the ERA5 hourly
snow surface accumulation variable (‘Snowfall’) at the native 0.25◦ spatial resolution is
re-gridded at the 1◦ × 1◦ resolution to match the CloudSat grid and is provided as yearly
mm of liquid water equivalent accumulation.

3. Spatial and Temporal Biases

The number of CPR profiles measured from the sensor during the two distinct op-
erational periods represents the first indicator of the bias in the spatial distribution of
CloudSat profiles. Figure 1 shows the number of profiles for each grid box separated by
operational periods and by ascending versus descending orbits. Because of the inclined
orbit, the number of profiles increases poleward, reaching up to ~29,000 profiles in four
years in a single grid box at 82◦ latitude. Sampling gaps are increasingly present moving
equatorward, but for the purpose of estimating the snowfall bias, the sampling at high
latitudes (taken typically to be poleward of 60◦ N/S) during Full-Op can be considered
acceptable [7]. While the total counts for Full-Op are the same for the ascending and de-
scending orbits (3.85·108, Table 1, Figure 1a,b), for DO-Op the numbers differ substantially
with 3.48·108 (0.69·108) for ascending (descending) orbits (Table 1, Figure 1c,d). Figure 1e,f
show the percentage difference of the number of profiles between the two periods. Table 1
also provides the number of profiles partitioned by hemisphere and shows the southern
hemisphere (SH) descending orbits suffering from DO-Op mode with only 0.10·108 profiles
observed compared to 1.94·108 observed during Full-Op. This hemispheric asymmetry is
caused by the delay incurred for the sensor to come back up and start acquisition when
entering daylight, so part of the daylight section of the orbit (about 20 latitude degrees)
is also missing. On the other hand, the batteries can still provide some power after the
satellite enters the umbra, allowing the acquisition of data also during a portion of the
descending orbit.

The latitudinal variation in sampling during DO-Op also introduces a temporal gap
in the CPR measurements (Figure 2). As already mentioned, CloudSat flies in a sun-
synchronous orbit, so it overpasses a given latitude at a fixed local time. DO-Op completely
misses any observation between 00–02AM (Figure 2b) and shows a substantial decrease
on the number of profiles between 02–04AM (−40 to −100%) and 04PM–00AM (−40 to
−70%). This latter sampling issue precludes using DO-Op for any analysis of day–night
differences between 64S and 40N.
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Figure 1. Number of profiles in each 1◦ × 1◦ latitude–longitude grid box for the Full-Op period’s (September 2006–August
2010) ascending (a) and descending (b) orbits, and the DO-Op period’s (September 2012–August 2016) ascending (c) and
descending (d) orbits. Percentage difference of the number of profiles between DO-Op and Full-Op (D−F) for ascending (e)
and descending (f) orbits.

Table 1. Number of profiles for each operational period for the entire satellite spatial coverage
(Global, 82S-82N), the northern hemisphere (NH, 0-82N), and the southern hemisphere (SH, 82S-0).
The counts are normalized considering the missing days in each period’s dataset.

Orbital Track Period Global
(× 108)

NH
(× 108)

SH
(× 108)

Total Full-Op 7.69 3.86 3.87
Full-Op-R 4.28 2.54 1.76

DO-Op 4.18 2.47 1.73

Ascending Full-Op 3.85 1.93 1.94
Full-Op-R 3.56 1.93 1.66

DO-Op 3.48 1.88 1.62

Descending Full-Op 3.85 1.93 1.94
Full-Op-R 0.72 0.62 0.10

DO-Op 0.69 0.59 0.10
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Figure 2. Number of profiles as a function of local time by latitude for (a) Full-Op and (b) DO-Op.

4. Snowfall Fraction and Rate Biases
4.1. Full-Op vs. DO-Op

The spatial and temporal biases on the CloudSat sampling during DO-Op also affect
the snowfall fraction and mean snowfall rates. Figure 3 shows the SF (left column) and the
MSR (right column) for each period. The difference in the number of profiles between the
two periods is evident from the patchy patterns, especially over the SH in Figure 3c,d. The
striped pattern directed SE–NW reflects the prevalence of ascending orbits in the DO-Op
dataset. In general, compared to Full-Op, smaller SF and MSR are shown for DO-Op versus
Full-Op over several regions such as the North Atlantic, the Sea of Japan, the Southern
Ocean, and to a lesser extent over some inland areas of North America and Eurasia.

Figure 3. Snow Fraction (SF, left column) and Mean Snowfall Rate (MSR, right column) for (a–b) Full-Op, (c–d) DO-Op,
(e–f) Full-Op-R.
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To have a better sense of the bias behavior and to quantify the snowfall actually
missed when considering the DO-Op long-term averages, we evaluate the gridded MSR
into zonal values resolved at 1◦ latitude (Figure 4a). The DO-Op latitudinal MSR (solid
blue line) generally shows smaller values than does the Full-Op (solid red line) over almost
all latitudes. This was already expected given Figure 3, especially for the 40–70N and
50–80S latitudinal ranges. The differences of DO-Op relative to Full-Op (D−F) reach peak
values of −75.64 mm y−1 at 64S latitude, −55.78 mm y−1 at 57N, and −39.27 mm y−1

at 73N (Figure 4b). These correspond to −11.35%, −25.55%, and −14.72%, respectively
(Figure 4c).

Figure 4. (a) Latitudinal 2CSP MSR (solid lines) and ERA5 mean annual snow accumulation (dashed lines); (b) difference
between different 2CSP datasets (mm y−1), ERA5 is included for a trend comparison; (c) percentage difference between
different 2CSP datasets, ERA5 is included for a trend comparison. For panel (c), a threshold of 45 mm y−1 (0.005 mm h−1)
has been applied to the MSR values prior to the percentage calculation to avoid showing uninformative high percentage
differences for minimal MSR variations.

Note that while most of the differences are negative, for latitudes 75–82N the differ-
ences become positive. Since the Full-Op and DO-Op datasets are obtained from different
time periods, these MSR differences included the effects of both the DO-Op sampling biases
and longer-term temporal variability in precipitation. Since the sampling of profiles for
both DO-Op ascending and descending orbits at high NH latitudes is very similar to that
for Full-Op (Figure 1), the larger DO-Op MSR values might be due to longer-term temporal
variability of precipitation, which we explore further in Section 4.2.
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4.2. Full-Op-R

To separate the effect of precipitation variability between the two periods from that
of sampling biases in DO-Op, we introduce the Full-Op-R dataset and compare it with
the DO-Op and the Full-Op datasets. The normalized counts of profiles for the Full-Op-R
dataset are similar to those for DO-Op (Table 1). The spatial distributions of SF and MSR
for Full-Op-R look very similar to those for DO-Op (Figure 3); however, SF and MSR values
for DO-Op are generally larger than those for Full-Op-R (Table 2).

Table 2. Near-global (82S-82N) 2CSP Snowfall Fraction (SF) and yearly Mean Snowfall Rates (MSR),
and ERA5 mean annual snowfall accumulation for the Full-Op, DO-Op, and Full-Op-R.

Period 2CSP SF
(%)

2CSP MSR
(mm y−1)

ERA5 accum.
(mm y−1)

Full-Op 4.33 74.63 86.28
DO-Op 3.89 68.32 86.92

Full-Op-R 3.84 65.45

For the differences between Full-Op-R and Full-Op (FR−F), there is no precipitation
variability affecting the results and any dissimilarity is solely due to the different sampling
applied. The differences in this case also highlight the strongly disparate impacts on
the northern and southern hemispheres (Figure 5a,b). The northern hemisphere exhibits
weakly positive to strongly negative differences in both SF and MSR with a concentration
of positive differences over Greenland. The southern hemisphere exhibits a mix of strongly
positive and negative differences but with mostly positive differences over the Antarctic
continent. Both Greenland and Antarctica have areas (southern Greenland and the Antarctic
Peninsula) where the mostly positive differences in SF and MSR transition to more negative
differences. In the northern hemisphere oceans, the differences for SF and MSR over the
Sea of Japan and the North Atlantic Ocean are uniformly negative. For the Southern Ocean,
the differences for SF and MSR are mixed positive and negative, as noted above, but with a
preponderance of negative values.

Striped patterns directed NE–SW are apparent in the Fr−F difference plots, especially
over the NH. This is consistent with the preferential omission of descending rather than
ascending tracks in the NH. For the NH, there is clear underestimation of SF and MSR by
Full-Op-R, suggesting that the day-night differences are strong and poorly represented.
In contrast, for the SH, the patterns are less apparent, consistent with the omission of a
mixture of ascending and descending tracks.

Since DO-Op and Full-Op-R are sampled equivalently, the differences are solely related
to the variability of precipitation between the DO-Op and Full-Op periods. During DO-Op,
over the Northern Hemisphere, both snowfall fraction and rate are larger compared to
Full-Op-R. Except for some negative differences over the Gulf of Alaska, the North Atlantic
region and some patchy areas over central Asia, the differences are generally positive, with
regions strongly positive, such as the Beaufort Sea and Arctic Ocean north of Alaska or the
Kara Sea (Figure 5c,d). The Southern Hemisphere shows a mix of strongly positive and
negative differences, with negative differences over the Antarctic continent around 45–0W
and 80–130E.
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Figure 5. Difference between Full-Op-R and Full-Op (a) Snow Fraction (SF) and (b) Mean Snowfall Rate (MSR) and between
DO-Op and Full-Op-R (c) SF and (d) MSF.

The Full-Op-R latitudinal MSR (Figure 4a, green line) is in good agreement with
the DO-Op MSR (solid blue line), with some differences around 60–70N likely due to
precipitation variability between the two periods. To explore these data in more detail, in
Figure 4b,c we compare FR−F (blue lines) and D−F (red lines). The variation with latitude
of FR−F in Figure 4b is very similar to that for D−F, showing in general a slightly more
substantial difference than D−F for most of the latitudes. This increased bias corresponds
with the larger global FR−F values shown in Table 2 when compared to the D−F. The
peak of FR−F in the SH is shifted slightly north (59S) when compared to D−F (64S),
with −62.92 mm y−1 (−12.24%). The NH FR−F bias peak (Figure 4b) is −54.96 mm y−1

(−23.03%) at 60N, while the percentage difference peak (Figure 4c) for the same FR−F is
located around 50N at −33.48%. The percentage differences are smaller for the SH with
maximum values between −5% and −12%. Finally, the two peaks at 57N and 73N shown
for D−F are barely discernable in the case of FR−F, confirming that longer-term temporal
precipitation variability is impacting D−F.
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As further confirmation that we can actually isolate the precipitation differences
between the two periods, the green lines in Figure 4b,c show the difference between
DO-Op and Full-Op-R (D−FR). The sampling in this case is the same for both periods,
the only factor in play is the variability of precipitation for the two periods, shown as
departures from the zero-difference line. The difference in this case is globally positive (as
shown in Table 2 with the DO-Op MSR value larger than the Full-Op-R one), as are the
latitudinal plots except for a few negative peaks around 60S, 50–60N, and 70–80N. The
precipitation differences range between ±20 mm y−1 (±10%), demonstrating the lower
impact on MSR of precipitation long-term temporal variability when compared to the
DO-Op sampling effects. Finally, we note that in the 75–82N region, Full-Op-R is consistent
with Full-Op, highlighting once more that the DO-Op sampling does not affect the very
high north latitudes.

4.3. CPR vs. ERA5

As an additional and independent comparison between Full-Op and DO-Op periods
and to characterize the precipitation variability between the two periods, we consider the
yearly snowfall accumulation from ERA5 reanalysis. For simplicity, we refer to Full-Op
and DO-Op to indicate the September 2006–August 2010 and September 2012–August
2016 periods also for ERA5 data, but do not apply DO-Op-like sampling to the ERA5
data. What emerges from the comparison between the two periods in ERA5 is that global
snowfall accumulation does not decrease from the Full-Op to the DO-Op period (Table 2).
Globally, the ERA5 average snowfall accumulation is about equal at ~86 mm y−1 for
both the Full-Op and DO-Op periods. This result suggests that no significant differences
should be observed on a global scale for the 2CSP global mean snowfall between Full-
Op and DO-Op as well. While 2CSP averages show 74.63 mm y−1 for Full-Op and only
68.32 mm y−1 (−8.46%) for DO-Op, for Full-Op-R the 2CSP average is somewhat smaller
with 65.45 mm y−1 (−12.30%). Global 2CSP SF is also affected, going from 4.33% for
Full-Op to 3.89% for DO-Op (−10.16%) and to 3.84% for the Full-Op-R (−11.32%).

Similar to the global averages, ERA5 latitudinal MSR (Figure 4a, dashed lines) does
not show substantial changes between the Full-Op and DO-Op periods. Comparing the
two hemispheres, ERA5 shows larger yearly snow accumulation over the Southern Ocean
(735 and 725 mm y−1, respectively, for the Full-Op and the DO-Op around 65S) and a
smaller accumulation peak in the NH (about 300 mm y−1 around 60N). The same pattern
is followed by the 2CSP datasets (solid lines), showing only some small differences around
70–75N, where some spikes exceeding ERA5 averages are displayed due to higher MSR
over the North Atlantic and Baffin Bay between Greenland and Canada. Additionally, the
difference plots (Figure 4b,c) show that the differences between ERA5 DO-Op and ERA5
Full-Op (black lines) agree with D−FR (green line), highlighting once more that both ERA5
D−F and 2CSP D−FR represent only the relatively minor precipitation variability between
the two periods.

5. Conclusions

CloudSat is one of the most useful sensors for quasi-global (82S-82N) detection and
retrieval of snowfall; however, the shift to DO-Op has had non-negligible impacts on
the long-term average snowfall fractions of occurrence and rates. This study shows that
the number of profiles during DO-Op globally decreases by −46% compared to Full-
Op with different distributions of the sampling bias between the northern (NH) and
southern (SH) hemispheres and between ascending (predominantly day-time) and the
descending (night-time) orbit segments. Ascending orbits show a global −10% bias in
profile numbers when comparing DO-Op to Full-Op, while descending orbits show a −82%
bias, primarily due to a complete lack of observations between 65S–35N. This latitudinal
bias also impacts observation of the day-night differences in snowfall, with a lack of
observations between 00–02AM and 40–100% fewer observations between 02–04AM and
04PM–00AM. The decrease of the number of profiles in general and the lack of night-time
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observations in particular influence the fraction of snowfall occurrence and the amount
of solid precipitation measured by the satellite during DO-Op. The snowfall fraction (SF)
during DO-Op decreases by −10.16% and the mean snowfall rate (MSR) by −8.46% relative
to Full-Op with consequent underestimation of solid precipitation during DO-Op. A
resampled dataset (Full-Op-R) isolates the impacts of sampling biases from the precipitation
variability between periods, both of which impact the Full-Op/DO-Op comparison. Full-
Op-R consists of the Full-Op dataset resampled to mimic the daylight-dominant sampling
of DO-Op. The analysis shows that globally the daylight-dominant sampling introduces a
MSR bias of −12.30% relative to Full-Op, while latitudinally, the bias could reach values
up to −33.48% around 50N. The SF and MSR biases depend strongly on the latitude and
the time, with a general underestimation of snowfall detection and mean rates over most
of the NH. The very high northern latitudes (75–82N) are the exception, since the DO-
Op sampling there does not decrease the number of profiles, and consequently, does not
impact SF and MSR. The SH, due to the high amount of solid precipitation experienced over
the Antarctic peninsula, the western coast of Antarctica and the eastern Southern Ocean
(40–140E), shows a larger bias but smaller percentage difference. More detailed temporal
and seasonal analyses are necessary to understand how much the DO-Op sampling affects
analyses of the day–night differences and seasonal cycles of precipitation.

The results demonstrate the need to consider the biases introduced by the transition
to DO-Op when using the 2CSP CloudSat product. Unless addressed, these biases will
influence the evaluation of trends using CloudSat snowfall data; the comparison of Cloud-
Sat snowfall against other snowfall products, whether observation- or model-based; and
the use of the CloudSat data in machine learning. First, recent work suggests the potential
utility of CloudSat and/or future CloudSat-like snowfall observations for climate change
detection [1]. Given this study’s results, clearly any such analysis would also need to
compensate for differences in day–night sampling among the observations. Second, the
authors of [1] introduced the concept of scale- and definition-aware treatments when using
observations to test climate models. These results indicate the need for such comparisons
to be sampling-aware as well.

Sampling-awareness extends to observational studies as well. As an example, com-
parisons of the GPM radar-based snowfall product against CloudSat snowfall in DO-Op,
using thorough normalizations for differences in retrievals and instrument performance,
found a −43% difference in mean snowfall over roughly 60S to 60N [18]. Although the
normalizations make a simple application of the results from our study impossible, these
results suggest the difference is larger. In the same vein, comparisons against CloudSat
snowfall arising after the launch of EarthCARE [23] must also consider carefully the impact
of DO-Op.

Finally, the CloudSat precipitation datasets are increasingly used as sources of training
and a priori constraints for other retrievals. Recent machine learning applications use
collections of CloudSat profiles coincident with the desired remote sensing observations as
training datasets or constraints [24–26]. For coincident observations themselves, the DO-Op
sampling issues that impact global, regional, and zonal precipitation properties as described
in Section 4 do not come into play; however, a collection of such coincident observations
from the DO-Op period will be biased toward day-time observations. Developers should
carefully evaluate the impact of such biases on their algorithms.

Supplementary Materials: The DO-Op mask used to obtain the Full-Op-R dataset is available as
supplementary material at https://zenodo.org/record/4749304. The dataset is available in either
comma-separated variable (CSV) or Hierarchical Data Format 5 (HDF5) format. A Readme.pdf file is
also provided with a detailed description of the dataset.
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